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The recent exhibition Salvator Rosa: Bandits,
Wilderness, and Magic, held at Dulwich Picture

Gallery, London, and the Kimbell Art Museum,

Fort Worth, presents an opportune moment to re-

flect on one of the more colorful stories to come

down to us regarding Rosa’s earlier career: his spat

with the sculptor Gian Lorenzo Bernini over is-

sues of theater. Our source for the row is a partic-

ularly reliable one, Giovanni Battista Passeri, who

claims to have been present when the controversy

erupted in 1639. In his biography of Rosa, he pro-

vides a lengthy description of what happened, a

description that has proven irresistible to art his-

torians, who have repeatedly pointed to it as proof

that, from the very beginning, Rosa’s temperament

was fiery, independent, and rash. The episode is

also typically given as a major reason why Rosa

fled soon after to Florence, that Bernini made life

for him too difficult in Rome.1

Ten years after the move, Rosa returned to Rome,

and if there were any lingering problems with

Bernini, they are not reported - neither by Rosa’s

biographers nor by Rosa himself. Indeed, Bernini

drops completely from Rosa’s story, which is odd

given Rosa’s rising reputation and Bernini’s con-

tinued dominance of the Roman art world. It is

enough to make one go in search of links between

the two artists and to attempt to characterize how

they may have viewed one another. Did they ever

move past their quarrel of 1639? Was it truly as

contentious and personal as it is usually portrayed?

A careful review of the evidence urges caution in

seeing the rift as so incendiary as to have been ir-

reparable. While they may never have become

close friends, certainly not intimates, there are

signs that an easing of tensions came over them

and that, as the years passed by, they came to eye

one another with respect-even if a guarded respect.

In 1639, the year in which Rosa and Bernini re-

portedly first crossed paths, Rosa was approach-

ing twenty-five years old, while Bernini was

already forty. To the younger Rosa, the difference

in age must have seemed a lot more, as Bernini

had already attained unimaginable heights as a

sculptor. In 1639, he had just finished putting his

stamp on the crossing of St. Peter’s with his giant

statue of Saint Longinus, which added one more

jewel to his professional crown, then already

studded with such marvels of marble carving as

the Apollo and Daphne. By comparison, Rosa

was a virtual nobody. He had achieved some

commercial success with genre scenes and land-

scapes but was still struggling to make a name

for himself.2 On his return to Rome in 1639 from

provincial Viterbo, he hatched a grandiose plan

to do just that-a plan centered on theater.

Since Rosa’s earliest days, he had been attracted

to the stage. In Naples, he had grown up along-

side poets, musicians, and dramatists and learned

quickly that public performance perfectly suited

his exhibitionist personality.3 At the Carnival of

1639, he introduced Rome to his talents. While

most of the city paraded in masks and poked fun

at neighbors, Rosa and his friends pretended to

be quack doctors, offering fake medicines and

reciting fantastic remedies that were the inven-
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tion of the well-known playwright Giovanni

Briccio.4 Rosa named his character Formica,

donning the traditional costume of Pasciarello,

from the commedia dell’arte. Wherever the

merry band went, reports Passeri, crowds always

formed, and the attention heartened Rosa to no

end. He could not stand the thought of having to

shelve Formica once Carnival ended and thus

hatched a plan to bring him out again during the

summer, when he could perform Formica on a

real stage before a proper audience.

Enter Bernini, who attended the second of these

performances. According to Passeri, as summer

came, Rosa asked some of his actor-friends to join

him in improvising comedies. The celebrated

preacher Niccolò Musso agreed to direct the young

troupe, while Rosa secured the use of a vineyard

outside the Porta del Popolo on which to erect a

stage. Word of the performances evidently spread

quickly. By the second one, Bernini was not the

only important person in attendance. Passeri came,

sitting on the same row as Bernini and the well-

known painters Giovanni Francesco Romanelli and

Guido Ubaldo Abbatini. The play opened with

members of the cast lamenting the heat and re-

marking that a good comedy might ease the dis-

comfort. Rosa, playing Formica, then came to the

front and uttered the words that ignited the feud: «I

do not want us to act comedies like certain people

who spread dirt all about here and there because, in

due course, you can see that the dirt spreads faster

than the poet’s ink. And I do not want us to bring on

stage couriers, brandy-sellers, goatherds, and rub-

bish of that sort, which are the folly of an ass».5

Instantly, Passeri understood the reference, taking

a sidewise glance at whom he assumed was its in-

tended target, Bernini, who reportedly stayed

calm, pretending to be unfazed. Earlier that sum-

mer, Bernini had put on a play of his own, and it

is an aspect of this play, according to Passeri, that

is at the center of the lines quoted above. As

Passeri reports, in order to make one of the scenes

look more realistic, the person charged with di-

recting the play, Ottaviano Castelli, a longtime fa-

vorite of Bernini, decided to bring on stage all the

things that Rosa condemned in his soliloquy:

couriers, brandy-sellers, and goatherds. In Rosa’s

opinion, this constituted a major breach of theatri-

cal decorum. Rosa subscribed to the school of

thought, first articulated by Aristotle, that any el-

ement superfluous to a plot should not be allowed

on stage.6 Castelli, presumably with Bernini’s con-

sent, had violated this principle, and Rosa made

sure that Bernini knew it. 

If Bernini’s initial response to Rosa was cool, he

could not help but to fire back - or so suggests

Passeri. Later that summer, Bernini produced an-

other comedy with Castelli, and it opened with a

pointed jab at Rosa. During the prologue, Castelli

came on stage dressed as Formica and was joined

by a fortune teller who proceeded to describe

Formica’s previous life in Naples. The discussion

then turned to Formica’s arrival in Rome and a se-

ries of thefts he reportedly committed in his pa-

tron’s house. It was the next clue, however, that

erased any doubts that Rosa was the person being

targeted. The fortune teller proceeded to lambast

the painter’s profession - which proved decidedly

unwise. Passeri rose in indignation and marched

out of the theater, followed by Romanelli and

Bernini himself. Realizing that he had overstepped,

Castelli chased after Bernini, offering apologies

and claiming that it had not been his intention to

attack painters so broadly. The backfire was doubt-

less fortunate for Rosa, although it does not appear

to have diffused the situation totally. Passeri indi-

cates that Rosa faced suspicion from various quar-

ters and that his standing in Rome remained

unsettled. His strategy was to try to rise above the

fray, which was reportedly successful. While his

name was certainly sullied, no further escalations

came, and he was able to return to painting, where

he started to make appreciable gains once again.

Passeri then passes on to the next major chapter in

Rosa’s life: his call from the Medici.

In Passeri’s account of the quarrel, Bernini and

Rosa are only two of the main players. The third is

Castelli, inviting the question of whether or not we

should locate the origins of the feud not in Rosa’s

bitterness toward Bernini but in his bitterness to-

ward Castelli. This is possible, although it would

require our assuming that Rosa blamed Castelli for

the breach of theatrical decorum involving the

couriers, brandy-sellers, and goatherds. There is
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some basis for this line of

thought. First, Passeri indicates

that the play featuring the in-

decorous elements was Castelli’s

invention.7 Secondly, he leads us

to believe that, even when the

play was Bernini’s, Castelli was

not afraid to take certain liberties

in staging or acting it, as with his

attack on painters.8 Clearly,

Castelli sat in a privileged posi-

tion relative to Bernini, one he

had earned during the 1630s with

a string of successes as a librettist

and a musician.9 He was also a

talented jurist and physician, as

well as the personal secretary to

the French ambassador in Rome,

Cardinal Jules Mazarin. It was

for Mazarin that, between 1638

and 1639, Castelli wrote and di-

rected his two most famous op-

eras: La Sincerità trionfante and

Il Favorito del principe ovvero
L’Erculeo ardire. These there-

fore came right at the moment

Rosa’s own theatrical career was

ramping up, which makes it all

the more probable that, as the

summer of 1639 approached,

Rosa had already made up his

mind about Castelli: he was a

threat, someone to be disparaged.

Not helping their relationship, of

course, was that Castelli’s style

of theater was closely aligned with Bernini’s - and

so ran opposite Rosa’s.10

To say that Bernini practiced a particular style of

theater is to focus on the great strides he took in

breaking down the barrier between spectator and

stage.11 He was constantly trying to find ways to

trick his audience into believing that the scene be-

fore it was real, which meant constructing sets and

introducing effects that were illusory of the world

it knew. In one famous play, Bernini reportedly

went to such lengths as to allow water to rush on

stage to simulate a flood.12 Just at the moment the

water looked as though it would spill into the au-

dience, barriers rose up and diverted the water

away. The revolution was not the water, which had

featured in plays in the past, but the way in which

Bernini used water to involve the spectators in the

action.13 As the audience recoiled in fear of be-

coming wet, it became participants in the drama

and, if only for an instant, had the sensation that

everything before its eyes was utterly real.

The 1630s was when Bernini was most active in

theater. While he seems to have occasionally

worked for the Barberini on their extravagant pro-
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ductions of these years, he was mainly interested

in putting on comedies of his own invention.14 As

I. Lavin has stressed, these were not elaborate af-

fairs, although they did go against traditional com-

media dell’arte in being carefully scripted and

involving scenographic effects.15 Here is where

Rosa had problems, as he clearly took the purist’s

view that the commedia dell’arte should be im-

provised and center on the performer. To him, a

good comedic actor such as himself should be able

to go on stage and convey his or her point without

any props or rehearsal. This view, as indicated

above, had roots in Aristotle and appears to have

colored his entire approach to theater, including

opera, where Bernini’s influence had been felt as

recently as the Carnival of 1639. 

During that season, the famous opera Chi soffre
speri was performed at the Palazzo Barberini with

a new intermezzo entitled Fiera di Farfa. Ac-

cording to payments, Bernini was responsible for

the scenography, which, as it pertained to the in-

termezzo, was reported to have been particularly

spectacular.16 As one source describes, Bernini

transformed the stage into a bustling country fair,

complete with live animals, merchants, and

coaches, which instantly calls to mind Rosa’s so-

liloquy of that summer and the couriers, brandy-

sellers, and goatherds that he singles out for

criticism.17 Traditionally, scholars have assumed

that Fiera di Farfa lay behind Rosa’s attack and

that his one and only target was Bernini.18 But

Passeri allows for a broader interpretation. He

specifically states that the offending play was

staged during the summer of 1639 (thus not dur-

ing Carnival) in the neighborhood of Rome known

as the Borgo (thus not at the Palazzo Barberini).19

Moreover, he connects Castelli with the play, and

there is no evidence that he had anything to do

with Fiera di Farfa, although he very well might

have, being an occasional employ of the Bar-

berini.20 The larger point is that Bernini is not the

only person who might have attracted Rosa’s ire

for bringing on stage couriers, brandy-sellers, and

goatherds - things typical of a country fair. Rosa

could well have had Castelli - in addition to

Bernini - in his crosshairs.

That Rosa felt genuine antipathy toward Castelli is

proven by a poem of 1645.21 On learning that

Castelli had died, Rosa put pen to paper and lit into

him, calling him «a wretched poet» («un Poeta
meschin»), wishing that he burned in the afterlife,

and insinuating that he was a homosexual. Impor-

tantly, it must have been memories of the summer

of 1639 that fueled his anger, as Rosa was now liv-

ing in Florence, where he would not have had any

substantive contact with Castelli for five or more

years. This continues to suggest that, in Rosa’s

mind, the whole dueling soliloquies episode was as

tightly bound up with Castelli as Bernini. This

makes a certain amount of sense in that Castelli was

standing front and center on stage as his companion,

the fortune teller, savaged Rosa, and how could

Rosa forget that Bernini had actually behaved in a

way that conveyed some remorse over the ugly di-

rection the affair had taken? The image of Bernini

storming out of the theater in protest to Castelli’s

overly vicious attack on painters must have lodged

favorably in Rosa’s mind, perhaps even making

him susceptible to one day liking the sculptor.

The trouble with thinking, however, that Rosa

then and there absolved Bernini with any wrong-

doing is that, according to Passeri, Rosa contin-

ued to be badmouthed by certain people.22

Passeri does not state specifically who, but we

can guess that they belonged to Bernini’s camp,

and we can also guess that, while Bernini may

not have participated in the attacks, he did not try

to stop them. Nor did he do the truly angelic and

ask his principle patrons, the Barberini, to look

past the quarrel and give Rosa commissions. As

Rosa prepared to leave Rome during the summer

of 1640, he cannot have thought too highly about

Rome’s artistic and theatrical power structure,

which necessarily implicated Bernini.

For Bernini’s part, the whole affair likely receded

from the fore of his mind fairly quickly. By 1641,

he had certainly patched things up with Castelli,

as indicated by a little-known print of that year

featuring Castelli’s half-length portrait (FIG. 1).23

The caption indicates that Bernini furnished the

preparatory drawing for the portrait, which was

to serve as part of the front matter for the publi-

cation in book form of Castelli’s libretto for La
Sincerità trionfante. That Bernini took time to
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make the portrait

drawing is clear evi-

dence that he harbored

no ill feelings toward

Castelli for his earlier,

wayward attack on

painters. The two were

back to being friends.

The 1640s ended up

being a troubled time

for Bernini, while it

shaped up as one of the

brightest for Rosa.

Bernini had to deal

with Pope Urban

VIII’s death, which left

him temporarily bereft

of papal backing, and

he also faced questions

about his architectural

prowess following his

failed bell towers for

St. Peter’s.24 Rosa’s

fortunes, meanwhile,

soared.25 In Florence,

he found a group of

like-minded patrons

and friends who put his

art on a decidedly up-

ward track. He also be-

came a star of the

Florentine literary and

theater worlds. With

both artists having so

much going on in their

lives, it is hard to imag-

ine how either had

time to stew over the

events of 1639, al-

though there has been

one suggestion that

Bernini was not done

taunting Rosa. Sometime during the early 1640s,

likely in preparation for the Carnival of 1644,

Bernini wrote a comedy about a theater producer,

Gratiano, who was renowned for his elaborate

stage sets.26 In the play, which is the only one by

Bernini for which any part of the script survives,

the protagonist runs up against an aspiring young

playwright named Alidoro who wishes to learn his

secrets. In a confusing turn of events, Gratiano is

convinced to produce a play and hires a disguised
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Alidoro to paint part of the scenes. There, the

script cuts off, and we are left to wonder if Gra-

tiano catches Alidoro or if Alidoro succeeds in be-

coming the new Gratiano. 

Since the play was first published in 1964, scholars

have rightly detected in Gratiano a strong autobio-

graphical note of Bernini.27 They are both men of ge-

nius, celebrated for theater, with large and devout fol-

lowings. Moreover, there are many times in the

comedy when Gratiano seems to speak for Bernini

himself, as when Gratiano complains: «I can’t pos-

sibly put on this play. Such projects require all a

man’s time and thought. I have other matters in

hand».28 (Domenico Bernini tell us that his father had

to be persuaded at times to put on

plays for important people such as

Antonio Barberini).29 Based on

this and other clues, the Bernini-

Gratiano identification seems in-

dubitable, making it a fair ques-

tion if any of the other characters

in the play are to be identified

with historical people. The widely

held view is no. The lone dis-

senter is Jackson Cope, who has

argued that Alidoro is Rosa and

that the whole play is another

chapter in the Bernini-Rosa

feud.30 There seems little support

for the proposition. Granted, Ali-

doro is like Rosa in being a the-

atrical upstart who is clamoring

for celebrity. But nowhere in the

surviving parts of the play is Ali-

doro outwardly humiliated, which

seems strange if the play was

meant to needle Rosa with any ef-

fectiveness. Furthermore, the play

is full of instances where Bernini,

through his alter ego Gratiano,

engages in self-mockery, which

serves to keep the audience’s at-

tention focused squarely on the

producer, or producers, of the

play - both the fictive producer,

Gratiano, as well as the real pro-

ducer, Bernini. In the end, Ali-

doro’s role in the play is that of a stock foil. He serves

to highlight that Bernini-Gratiano had talents worth

stealing. The play is about Bernini, and the tribute he

pays himself does not come at the expense of others

but through the play itself, which, as Lavin notes, is

layered in illusions, thereby calling attention to

Bernini’s particular genius as a playwright and the-

ater producer.31 Relative to the play being an attack

on Rosa, there is a final, practical consideration.

Why would Bernini, knowing that Rosa was now

living happily in far-off Florence, bother to revisit old

history and to attack someone who was no longer a

threat to him and, moreover, could not even attend

the play to bear the full blow of the attack? 
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FIG. 4  S. Rosa, Daniel in the Lions’ Den. Chantilly, Musée Condé
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According to the avail-

able evidence, relations

between Bernini and

Rosa remained calm - if

nonexistent - during the

1640s. With one in Flo-

rence, the other in

Rome, their paths sim-

ply did not cross, and

they were far too busy

with more interesting

things to care about the

other. This necessarily

changed in February

1649 when Rosa moved

back to Rome and was

forced to take stock of

the changed arts scene.32

Over the course of

1650, he formulated his

initial response, a paint-

ing that he unveiled the

following March at the

annual exhibition held

at the Pantheon.33 The

painting in question is

his large Democritus in
Meditation, whose

composition features an

element that touches on

Bernini, the large

obelisk on the right

(FIG. 2). Its inclusion

must be seen in relation

to the giant obelisk tow-

ering over Bernini’s

Four Rivers Fountain, a

work that was nearing

completion during the

very months Rosa was

busy with his painting.34

The fountain was offi-

cially inaugurated in

June 1651; the Dem-
ocritus had been un-

veiled just a couple of

months before.FIG. 5  G. L. Bernini, Daniel in the Lions’ Den. Rome, S. Maria del Popolo
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The Four Rivers Fountain was

the greatest new embellishment

to Rome since Rosa’s depar-

ture, and he could not fail to ap-

preciate that the man

responsible for it was Bernini

and that the family who had

commissioned it was the new

papal family, the Pamphilj. As

much as Rosa may have hated

to acknowledge it, if he was

going to succeed at his new

goal of rising to the top of the

Roman art world, he had to be

deferential to the powers-that-

be, as these powers were the

major art patrons or, in the case

of Bernini, the conduits to the

major art patrons. While the

obelisk should not be inter-

preted as a straightforward

homage to Bernini, it did signal

more broadly that Rosa was

now willing to work within the

system. As Rosa well knew,

with the success of the Four

Rivers Fountain, the Pamphilj

had adopted the obelisk as one

of their chief symbols.35 By in-

cluding the familiar form in his

painting, Rosa paid an obvious

tribute to them. He also paid a

tribute to the Jesuit scholar

Athanasius Kircher, a central

player in Pamphilj cultural pol-

itics.36 Kircher was the leading

expert on Egyptian hiero-

glyphs. In 1646, Pope Innocent

X had named him his principal

advisor on all matters related to

the obelisk destined for Piazza

Navona.37 Importantly, in turn-

ing to Kircher, the Pope likely

paved the way for Bernini’s se-

lection as the fountain’s sculp-

tor. As Tod Marder has recently

explained, Kircher and Bernini
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were close friends from their years serving the

Barberini, and it was almost certainly Kircher

who convinced the pope to take the commission

away from the court favorite, Francesco Borro-

mini, and to hand it to Bernini.38

If Rosa ever succeeded in befriending Kircher, it is

not documented. Yet, because the two shared com-

mon interests and moved in overlapping circles,

there seems a distinct possibility that Rosa and

Kircher were, at a minimum, on speaking terms -

certainly so in later years.39 Might Bernini have no-

ticed and been encouraged to see his old antagonist

in a slightly more collegial light? Possibly, but it

must again be noted that Rosa did not place the

obelisk in the Democritus to win over Bernini. Its

importance lies in showing that Rosa was now open

to dealing with the Pamphilj and the cast of charac-

ters that constituted the Pamphilj court - whether

Kircher, Bernini, or others. In navigating the court,

especially its innermost circles, Rosa had a valuable

guide in his old friend Niccolò Simonelli, the

guardaroba to Camillo Pamphilj, a nephew of the

pope.40 Like Kircher, Simonelli could well have

acted as a bridge between Rosa and Bernini. As we

will find, there would be many such individuals who

could have helped the two artists to heal old wounds

- if there were even still old wounds needing healing. 

Before enumerating the growing list of patrons

whom Bernini and Rosa had in common and who

might have encouraged the two artists to take an

enlightened view of the other, I first point out

that, if Rosa was truly averse to Bernini, his art

does not necessarily reflect it. On at least two oc-

casions during the 1650s, Rosa took inspiration

from sculptures by Bernini. The earliest pertains

to a drawing in the Teylers Museum, Haarlem,

of Apollo and Daphne (FIG. 3).41 The source is

clear: Bernini’s famous sculpture of the group in

the Galleria Borghese, Rome. The pose of Apollo

is especially close to the statue, with his right

hand outstretched and left leg countering the mo-

tion by kicking backward. Because the drawing

does not appear to have resulted in a painting,

questions remain as to when it should be dated.

A. Stolzenberg has argued for the late 1640s on

the basis of style and in consideration of the fact

that Rosa is known to have painted a similar Pan

and Syrinx just before returning to Rome.42 I

wonder, however, if a date around 1651 is not

more appropriate, as this constitutes a likelier

moment for Rosa to be dwelling on Bernini.

The second definite episode of Rosa looking to

Bernini is somewhat easier to date. It concerns

Rosa’s large Daniel in the Lions’ Den, which was

almost certainly painted after about 1660 (FIG.

4).43 The three figures in the painting bear close

similarities to Bernini’s treatment of the theme

in the Chigi Chapel in Santa Maria del Popolo,

his sculptures of Daniel and Habakkuk and the
Angel (FIGG. 5, 6). Indeed, Rosa has seemingly

formed his painting by taking Bernini’s pendants

and merging them into a single composition.

With respect to the Habakkuk and the Angel,
Rosa has borrowed its basic configuration, where

the angel floats above Habakkuk’s right shoul-

der, pointing with his right hand and using his

left to grab the prophet’s hair. Rosa’s Daniel also

reflects the complementary Bernini. While the

figure is not shown praying like the statue, Rosa

adopts the position of the forward leg and the de-

cided twist of the body.44

One factor in Rosa’s decision to quote from the stat-

ues likely involved where the painting was going. It

was destined for the private chapel of Carlo De

Rossi in S. Maria in Montesanto, which stood op-

posite S. Maria del Popolo, the church housing

Bernini’s Daniel and Habakkuk and the Angel.
Given the geographic proximity, Rosa would have

had a hard time denying that he planned his paint-

ing with no awareness of the nearby Berninis. This

raises the question of his broader motives. Seeing

that the painting is not critical of the statues in any

overt way, we must assume that he turned to them

out of legitimate respect for their designs. This of

course paid a compliment to Bernini, as well as to

the statues’ patrons, the papal family, the Chigi, a

family that had given Rosa a fair amount of support

since its rise to prominence in 1655, the year in

which one of its members, Fabio Chigi, became

Pope Alexander VII.

The story of Rosa and the Chigi is long and com-

plicated.45 Some days he resented them vehe-

mently, while others he clamored for their

patronage. It is usually his bitter side that is dis-
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FIG. 7  S. Rosa, Frailty of Human Life. Cambridge, The Fitzwilliam Museum
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FIG. 8  S. Rosa, Saint John the Baptist Preaching in the Wilderness. St. Louis, St. Louis Art Museum
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cussed, as it resulted in his two

famous satires La Babilonia,

written, and Fortuna, pictorial.

The latter was the more damn-

ing and succeeded in stirring

considerable public contro-

versy.46 Yet, the extent to which

the Chigi truly cared is debat-

able. The pope’s brother, Mario

Chigi, who apparently found

Rosa an intriguing and likeable

character, defended the paint-

ing, and the matter was soon

dropped. All Rosa was asked to

do was to write an apology. 

Helping to shield Rosa from any

serious punishment was un-

doubtedly the fact that he had

come to enjoy a promising

artist-client relationship with the

Chigi. His first major effort to

win them over had come in the

form of his masterful Frailty of
Human Life, which was ac-

quired sometime before 1658 by

Flavio Chigi, Alexander VII’s

nephew (FIG. 7).47 The painting,

which employs traditional me-
mento mori iconography, is

deeply pessimistic, fitting neatly

with Chigi tastes for the melan-

cholic. Like Rosa, Flavio Chigi

was enchanted by the bracing re-

alism of Stoical thought, while

Alexander VII spent many of his

waking hours dwelling on issues of mortality.48

(The first commission he dispensed as pope was

for a marble skull and coffin from Bernini).49 With

Frailty of Human Life, Rosa proclaimed that he

was the perfect Chigi artist, and it was surely a dis-

appointment that more commissions for large

philosophical paintings did not come. This is not

to suggest, however, that the Chigi were by any

means against him. They collected his landscapes

faithfully; Flavio Chigi chose two of his paintings

as gifts to King Louis XIV of France; they gave

him a prize of a silver jar and basin in 1659; and

there are indications that the pope kept regular tabs

on his progress, taking special delight in his etch-

ings.50 While it is certainly going too far to sug-

gest that Rosa was a Chigi intimate, he was on

good enough terms with them that we may safely

assume that he frequented their circles - circles

that very much included Bernini.

If Rosa’s relationship with the Chigi was up and

down, Bernini’s was only up. He was their

Michelangelo, the one living artist who could

give voice to Alexander VII’s vision of a tri-

umphant new Rome.51 By all accounts, the pope
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FIG. 9  G. L. Bernini, Saint John the Baptist Preaching in the Wilderness. Frintespi-

cie to Gian Paolo Oliva’s Prediche
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and Bernini were dear companions. They appre-

ciated one another’s company and chatted almost

daily. The relationship galvanized Bernini, who

delivered for the pope some of his very best

work, including the Cathedra Petri, the oval pi-

azza in front of St. Peter’s, and the pope’s own

tomb. In addition to Alexander VII, Bernini was

on intimate terms with Flavio Chigi, the man re-

sponsible for administering his uncle’s projects.52

In this role, Flavio was in constant contact with

Bernini, who grew to see him as an enlightened

patron and friend. With Flavio, we come to the

Chigi who was most central to Rosa’s life, as in-

dicated above. While Rosa certainly did not

enjoy the same unfettered access to the cardinal

as Bernini, he was fortunate in having a close

friend who did, Niccolò Simonelli, the same Si-

monelli who had been Camillo Pamphilj’s

guardaroba and would transfer after 1655 to

being Flavio’s.53 How the connection paid off for

Rosa cannot be said. It merely highlights that

Rosa had a direct avenue to Flavio, which in-

creases the likelihood that Rosa was more inside

than outside Flavio’s cultural world. If so, sig-

nals must have been sent to Bernini that he

should not treat Rosa with automatic disdain -

that if Flavio respected him, perhaps he should,

too. Flavio becomes another person who, during

the 1650s, could have had a mediatory effect on

the once-sparring artists.

Whether relations between Rosa and Bernini

ever truly improved returns us to their art. Signs

of influence passing between them could be signs

of a thaw - that they had reached a point where

they could appreciate the other’s achievements

objectively and pay the highest form of compli-

ment, imitation. We have reviewed two cases that

pertain to Rosa: his drawing of Apollo and
Daphne and painting of Daniel and the Lions’
Den.54 Frailty of Human Life may be a third. The
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FIG. 10  S. Rosa, Pythagoras Emerging from the Underworld. Fort Worth, Kimbell Art Museum

Questa foto è a 160 dpi, va sostituita
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idea for the flying skeleton could well have come

from Bernini, who had used the motif with great

success on two earlier wall monuments: the Me-

morial to Alessandro Valtrini in S. Lorenzo in

Damaso and the Memorial to Ippolito Merenda

in S. Giacomo alla Lungara.55 Rosa may also

have been aware that Bernini was intending to

place a flying skeleton on the Tomb of Alexander

VII, although it is equally possible that the deci-

sion had yet to be made when Rosa began his

painting.56 If so, this could be an instance where

Bernini was taking notice of Rosa, acknowledg-

ing the success of his Frailty among certain

Chigi. At a minimum, the two artists were think-

ing along parallel paths.

There is perhaps only one time Bernini drew specif-

ically from Rosa, and it also relates to the Chigi

years. H. Langdon has suggested that Rosa’s Saint
John the Baptist Preaching in the Wilderness (FIG.

8), now in the Saint Louis Art Museum, was the

model for Bernini’s etching of the same subject,

which formed the frontispiece to the second vol-

ume of the collected sermons of Gian Paola Oliva,

called the Prediche (FIG. 9).57 Frustratingly, we can-

not be certain that the painting came first. While it

is generally dated to the late 1650s, there is a pos-

sibility that it postdates the etching, which was first

published in 1664.58 (Bernini is assumed to have

prepared his drawing for the etching at about the

same time). Another concern is equally basic: the

similarities between the two works are not so over-

whelming as to ensure that Bernini knew the Rosa,

although there are a couple of interesting links.

First, they share the same fundamental arrange-

ment, with Saint John the Baptist standing off to

one side on a rock above a crowd. Secondly,

Bernini, like Rosa, has built up his crowd by incor-

porating figures who are seen from interesting an-

gles and who tend to sit and lean on the rocks as

though they are filling a natural amphitheater. This

does not mask, however, that the setting is still quite

different from the painting. In the etching, no trees

loom over Saint John, who is much more isolated in

the composition. The landscape is more sparing, al-
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FIG. 11  S. Rosa, Pythagoras and the Fishermen. Berlin, Gemäldegalerie

Questa foto è a 160 dpi, va sostituita
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though it does retain a feel of Rosa thanks to the

clouds, which swirl over Saint John’s head and help

to give the scene a windswept, emotional force that

recalls Rosa’s mature landscape style. Perhaps if

Bernini was thinking of Rosa, it was in these terms,

as opposed to strictly compositional ones. As for

the second possibility,

that the painting fol-

lowed the etching, this

could well be another

case of Rosa drawing

from Bernini. 

For all the paintings,

sculptures, and draw-

ings that Bernini and

Rosa have left us, there

is only one point of in-

tersection between the

two artists as unassail-

able as their feud of

1639. The Museum der

Bildenden Künste in

Leipzig is home not

only to the largest and

most important collec-

tion of Bernini draw-

ings in the world but

also to the largest and

most important collec-

tion of Rosa drawings.

This is not mere coin-

cidence. The drawings

share a common prove-

nance that may go back

as far as Queen Christi-

na of Sweden, a person

whom Bernini and

Rosa jointly admired.

The two groups of

drawings came to

Leipzig in 1714, ac-

quired in Rome from

the prior and collector

Francesco Antonio Ren-

si.59 They were part of a

much larger acquisition

that totaled over sixty

albums. Three of the albums held drawings by

Bernini (or his workshop), while two of the albums

were filled with drawings by Rosa. Within only a

few decades of their arrival in Leipzig, the Rensi

albums began to be associated with Queen Christi-

na.60 The assumption that the albums had originally
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FIG. 12  Bernardo Fioriti, Bust of Salvator Rosa. Rome, S. Maria degli Angeli, on Rosa’s tomb
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belonged to her gained

strength during the

twentieth century, as

scholars noted links be-

tween her and certain of

the albums.61 One al-

bum, for instance, con-

sists of 108 drawings by

Pietro da Cortona

recording the intaglios

in Queen Christina’s

collection. Regrettably,

no such links have turn

up with the Bernini and

Rosa albums. Rensi

could well have assem-

bled them from sources

other than the queen.

Despite all the signs

urging caution, there

are still gains to be

made by viewing the

Bernini and Rosa draw-

ings at Leipzig from

the perspective of a

shared Queen Christina

provenance. We do

know that the queen

had a sizeable collec-

tion of drawings, of

which some were by

Rosa and some were by

Bernini.62 Forty-six of

the Rosas (such as the

aforementioned Apollo
and Daphne) can be

traced to the Teylers

Museum, Haarlem,

while it is not known

which drawings by

Bernini she may have

owned.63 We are limited to a single report that he

made regular gifts of drawings to her.64 It is pos-

sible that she added to these sheets after his death

in 1680, acquiring a large group from his heirs.

Most of her Rosa drawings also likely came to her

in that fashion, en bloc from the painter’s heirs -

which is not to suggest, however, that he was un-

known to her during his lifetime. In fact, they were

closely acquainted, although not in a traditional

artist-patron sense. She never acquired any of his

paintings. Nor was she a great customer of Berni-

ni. While he and the queen were on particularly
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FIG. 13  B. Fioriti, Bust of Bernini. Philadelphia, Philadelphia Museum of Art
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intimate terms, she only owned a few works by

him, and only one is likely to have been an out-

right commission, an elaborate mirror with a frame

representing Time.65

Whether or not the Bernini-Rosa drawings at

Leipzig ever belonged to Queen Christina, they are

helpful in introducing a crucial fact: both Bernini

and Rosa enjoyed a special relationship with her,

one born of mutual admiration. Bernini came to

know the queen immediately after her arrival in

Rome in 1655. He was the superstar artist, while

she was the biggest and newest celebrity, making it

inevitable that they should meet. What was not in-

evitable is that they should form a lasting friend-

ship - and not just any friendship, but one that

transcended normal concerns and centered on

God.66 On his deathbed, Bernini reportedly sent

word to the queen to pray for him, claiming that she

was blessed with special powers that enabled her to

communicate with God like no one else.67 She re-

turned word that he must pray for her. To the queen,

Bernini was a noble and virtuous man, feelings that

ultimately persuaded her to take part in a vigorous

defense of him. She promoted (and likely helped to

plan) the highly favorable biography of the artist

written by Filippo Baldinucci during the 1670s.68

As for Rosa and Queen Christina, their relation-

ship rested on more intellectual foundations. They

shared a fascination with the natural sciences and

certain kinds of philosophy and were similarly dis-

posed to anti-establishment stances and being the

outsiders.69 Interestingly, Rosa had first come to

her attention even before she had left Sweden. As

Rosa boasts in a letter of 1652, he had received an

invitation to serve her at the Swedish court, an in-

vitation prompted by the success of his recent Dio-
genes Throwing Away His Bowl (Statens Museum

for Kunst, Copenhagen), which the queen’s agent

in Rome had likely seen that March during the ex-

hibition at the Pantheon.70 The obscure subject,

coupled with its Stoic undertones, would certainly

have appealed to the free-thinking queen, and we

can easily imagine that, within months of her ar-

rival in Rome, she sent for Rosa, determined to

find out who this painter was. 

The details of what happened next can only be

faintly sketched. An important clue resides in the

inventory of the Sicilian collector Don Antonio

Ruffo. According to a note concerning Rosa’s

two Pythagoras paintings, both acquired by

Ruffo in 1664, Pythagoras Emerging from the
Underworld (FIG. 9) and Pythagoras and the
Fisherman (FIG. 11), Rosa had made them «on

the recommendation of [or at the insistence of]

the Queen of Sweden» («ad istanza della regina
di Svetia»).71 In her recent entry on the Pythago-
ras Emerging from the Underworld, H. Langdon

argues persuasively that the queen must have in-

stigated the paintings, noting that she had com-

missioned a commentary on the Pythagoreans in

1652 and remained deeply moved by elements of

their thinking.72 It is easy to imagine her, Rosa,

and others (perhaps even the queen’s great friend,

Kircher, who admired Pythagoras and would

have liked a painting that touched on aspects of

the underworld, one of Kircher’s many areas of

expertise) sitting around a table, seminar style,

discoursing at length on the subject.73 Here, we

glimpse the kind of intellectual intimacy that

Rosa likely shared with the queen.

Why Queen Christina did not end up buying the

Pythagoras paintings appears to be because Rosa

grew obstinate over the price.74 If this amounted

to a low point in their relationship, the bad feel-

ings did not last forever. In 1669, Rosa wrote ju-

bilantly that he been awarded the immense

distinction of being the only living painter invited

to exhibit that year at S. Giovanni Decollato.75

The exhibition was to focus on, as Rosa goes on

to write, «the most beautiful paintings in Rome,

and in particular the most famous paintings of the

Queen of Sweden, which alone (with no other

company) were enough to scare Hell itself».76 In-

deed, Rosa was about to find himself in the chal-

lenging situation of being on the same stage as

such luminaries of Italian painting as Paola

Veronese, who was strongly represented in the

queen’s collection.77 In the end, Rosa responded

impressively, although what matters to us is not

the paintings he produced but whether the queen

was involved in the decision to invite Rosa to

participate. Although the official organizers of

the exhibition are known to have been Camillo

Rospigliosi and several of his sons, they are un-
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likely to have excluded her from the planning, as

they were counting on her loans and would not

have wanted to risk upsetting her by making a

bad decision.78 If she did not propose the idea of

Rosa, she must have approved it - and happily. 

Signs that Queen Christina appreciated Rosa,

however, do not translate into automatic proof that

Bernini did, too. Regrettably, this proof remains

elusive - if it exists at all. The most we can con-

clude is that Bernini and Rosa shared genuine ad-

miration for Queen Christina, and she for them,

which is normally the sort of atmosphere that

breeds a circle of respect among all interested par-

ties. This is especially true when the atmosphere is

non-competitive, as it was with Bernini and Rosa

by this date. In 1653, Rosa swore off comedy,

eliminating the one artistic field on which he and

Bernini had ever directly competed.79 In effect,

they were different men with different ambitions

who had every reason to let bygones be bygones,

particularly if pressure was coming from a figure

they both held dear, such as Queen Christina. 

Bernini ended up outliving Rosa by seven years.

Immediately following Rosa’s death, his heirs

commissioned an attractive wall tomb for him in

S. Maria degli Angeli, the crowning feature of

which was a half-length portrait bust of the

painter (FIG. 12).80 To ask a final question, would

Rosa have been honored if the sculptor chosen

for the commission had been Bernini, whose tal-

ents as a portrait sculptor remained renowned?

Even if certain prejudices lingered, we can at

least assume that he would have taken some sat-

isfaction in knowing that the sculptor who was

ultimately selected for the job, Bernardo Fioriti,

had been hired years earlier (perhaps by a mem-

ber of the Chigi) to carve a portrait bust of

Bernini, a bust now in the Philadelphia Museum

of Art that remains one of our most commanding

images of the sculptor (FIG. 13).81
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